
2.

One of those choices, as analyzed and problematized by Lui himself in the 1994 essay, was 
adopting a “Western art idiom” as an artist from “the East,” subjected as he or she often is 
to discriminating standards.2 Time and critical discourse have evolved in a way that notions 
such as the East-West dichotomy have become obscure, yet the reality the crude terminology 
connotes remains real and present, since abstraction in particular has been established as 
emblematic of the West’s modernist ambition. In a private seminar titled “Curating Multiple 
Modernities,” organized by New York’s Museum of Modern Art in spring 2015, a professor 
from a distinguished graduate program asked: why did non-Western artists try to catch up 
with Western modernism? 

One of his fellow panelists offered a compelling answer: it’s an exercise of artistic freedom 
driven by a sense of ownership rather than the urge to “catch up.” Lui’s own account of his 
sabbatical years in New York during the 1980s (where he treated himself as an “outsider and 
observer” as much as an “insider”) testifies as much to this motive.3 Yet he felt the urge, as 
an artist who grew up in Hong Kong, received initial training in Taiwan, and exposed himself 
to the vibrant art scenes in New York and London, to gain self-clarification, understanding 
why and how he might address these experiences through of his own practice, as well as 
resolving the confluences and contradictions from within.  

In her seminal 1979 essay Grids, art historian Rosalind Krauss eloquently argued that the 
formal construct of the grids “declared the modernity of modern art” while “everything else 
was declared to be the past.” The same is largely true for abstraction informed by concise, 
geometric forms. More importantly, she observed that the grids perpetuate a powerful sense 
of ambivalence that connects equally to materialism and spirituality, and that it “deals with 
paradox or contradiction not by dissolving the paradox or resolving the contradiction, but 
by covering them over so that they seem (but only seem) to go away.”4 It’s possible that this 
critical capacity has allowed geometric abstraction to maintain a grip on its practitioners 
beyond the temporality of Modernism, as artists continue to introduce new paradoxes 
and contradictions: evoking the seemingly atemporal structure in postmodern, cultural-
specific contexts, expanding its materiality with new and anachronistic mediums, and 
projecting—artists and audience alike—alternative discourses of metaphysical and mundane 
interpretations.5 It’s perhaps not surprising, then, that Lui doesn’t consider his post-1993 
works “abstraction” per se, but one with an expanded critical capacity for meaning in which 
he can sustain conversations with Chinese landscape paintings of the literati tradition, as well 
as the aesthetic sensibilities of Giorgio Morandi (1890-1964), Alberto Giacometti (1901-1966), 
or Cy Twombly (1928-2011), without making literal sense or constrained references. 

There seems to be more than one path along which Lui has arrived at his infinitesimally-
varied striations. An awareness of the properties of painting as both medium and discourse 
prominently came into play. We can see a conscious engagement early on, in the hyper-realist 
rendition of the back of a stretched canvas (Back Shadowing, 1978)(Fig.3), which foregrounds 
the presence of an autonomous painter as subject, or the solemn, symmetrically-positioned 
figures fragmented by geometric shapes (Modern Angels, 1984)(Fig.4). Expressionistic 
canvases from the 1980s have a tendency to isolate specific mythological or allegorical 
subject matter into loose encirclements—synthesis by way of categorization that never lost 
touch with the rectangularity of the frame. 

1. 

In 1993, while pursuing an MFA at the Goldsmiths College in London, Lui Chun Kwong (b. 1956) 
arrived at a curious turn. Having explored painting on a spectrum from lyrical to borderline 
photo-realism in the late 1970s, followed by expressively figural and symbolist experiments 
until the early 1990s, he began working with abstraction defined by a singular process: pouring 
streams of acrylic across painted or untouched canvases before further articulation by brush, 
resulting in compositions of infinitesimal striations. This visual structure of paralleling and 
sometimes intersecting, interwoven threads has since become a hallmark in Lui’s practice in the 
decades to follow. 

One telling work from the year of 1993, titled 3D Painting(Fig.1), unpacks this process as a 
diagrammatic installation. The artist began by building a cube with stretched canvases: four 
panels standing atop a broad square base, covered by a smaller square resting on the inner 
rims of the erected ones. He then poured mixed pigments over the structure, leaving distinctive 
marks that correspond to the built topography: skinny, vertical streams on the standing panels, 
gestural plashes on the top, stains and blotches along a faint grid on the bottom panel. In a single 
gesture, Lui conjures up a variety of 20th century abstraction canons—the grids, the color field, 
the expressionism, a juxtaposition made all the more striking as an installation. Five of the panels 
are mounted like a flattened cardboard on the wall(Fig.2)—stripes of paint now radiating from (or 
rushing towards) the central panel, hovering above the larger square leaning against the wall. In 
addition to activating a formal dialogue among the tainted panels, the installation illuminates a 
salient property of Lui’s process: it is guided by gravity and thus directional, which fundamentally 
departs from those practices of pure lines and calculated geometricity. 

We may derive a further reading of the directionality from Lui’s MFA thesis, titled How to Draw 
a Straight Line on a Floating Buoy (1994), in which the artist meaningfully links formalism to a 
broader thinking about identity, appropriation, as well as navigating cultures and discourses. 
A diagram is invented to chart possible developments of an artistic career, beginning with a 
“point” (unconscious learning), working through a “square” (independent learning), and evolving 
along a “line” (confirmation, rejection, and synthesis)1. Each line on the diagram is inevitably 
led by an arrow, indicating choice and purpose as products of personal, political, or historical 
circumstances. In a crucial way, the lines, both metaphorically and practically speaking, are in 
fact vectors that inform and reflect Lui’s own trajectory of choices. 

Fig.1

An Experiment in 3D Painting  1993

Fig.2

3D Painting    1993 (installation view)
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Only the vectors/striations have the power to subject the frame—and the framed surface—to its 
compositional logic: optically they flirt with viewers’ perception of length and width, implying 
continuum beyond physical borders, which is also surpassed by the gesture of pouring paint. 
Fine-tuned but never mechanically-arranged (like Opt Art), they generate a unique infrastructure 
of vision—an alignment of intention, sensibility, and form. 

3.

How do we unpack something as intangible as an aesthetic experience? It skitters just beyond 
the grasp of language, especially when perfected like a craft, as Lui has done over the past few 
decades. Earlier compositions often feature subdued, earthy tones of taupe, grey, and faint 
emerald that evoke geological textures(Fig.5); the striations were slim but evenly spaced. There 
was the occasional crisscrossing that meets at orthogonal or oblique angles, often treated with 
a further muted palette. Progressively, Lui has simplified the organizational principle to focus 
solely on the verticals, partly because it’s less physically demanding than tilting and holding 
the canvas to control pigment flow at different angles(Fig.6). It also allowed for a new schema 
of visual rhythm to emerge. Blade-thin lines slice through those of varying widths or unpainted 
areas; full-bodied streaks play off drying, porous ones; adjacent advancing and receding colors 
generate riveting illusions of movement and depth(Fig.7). 

Lui’s paintings are no longer simply process-based, but rather process-obsessed, even technical. 
Among many of his analogies to mundane labor, he considers himself an athlete of sorts, often 
priming physically and mentally before action—which lasts up to 5 or 6 hours—and practicing 
relentlessly until a certain goal is met.6 The paint has to be readied at a certain consistency to 
ensure an even flow, the lines have to be tailored just right (or he would feel “bothered”), and 
there has to be a basic plan, which almost always ends up much altered, as is largely true for 
artistic intentions. 

In 2005, Lui Chun Kwong took up water color after a long retirement from the medium since the 
1970s, when he still painted in the idioms of realism. The material presented a new sense of 
immediacy as well as technical challenges: the absorbent paper produces uneven surfaces when 
dried, forcing the artist into a delicate race with time like fresco painters; repeated application 
of color on half-dry surfaces creates nuanced bleeding effects unattainable on canvases(Fig8). 
Returning again to watercolor a decade later, Lui seems to be able to burrow still further. 
There is, for instance, a more dramatic contrast between smudgy, watery and emphatically 
scorched passages, yet the arrangement of spacing, color, and line quality has become much 
more nuanced. The paintings are at once lucid and strident, keeping the eyes wander and mind 
occupied. The basic ingredients changed very little, and just like landscape, a subject, reality, 
centuries-long tradition, as well as the token title for much of Lui’s signature compositions, it’s 
the same, same, but different. 
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